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Sandwiches: the ultimate comfort food with endless amazing combinations. But you won’t find

a PB&J in this delicious collection. These are gourmet sandwiches with a twist, and every

recipe makes it easy for busy people to come home after a long day to a satisfying, flavorful

sandwich every time. From the Avocado Shrimp Everything Bagel to the Mexican Chicken

Sausage and Peppers Sub to the Spinach Artichoke Dip Grilled Cheese, every page will have

you drooling. Each section provides a tasty, time-saving approach: Sheet-pan sandwiches save

on dishes. Slow-cooker sandwiches let you “set it and forget it.” And breadless sandwiches

keep things interesting! With a whole chapter on variations on grilled cheese, The Happy

Sandwich is the cookbook every sandwich lover needs! 



Praise forThe Happy Sandwich“Jason is pure joy! He radiates happiness, especially when it

comes to cooking. His recipes are easy, fun, and absolutely delicious.” —Robin Roberts,

anchor of ABC’s Good Morning America“Authentic and scrumptious with a side of good vibes.

The sandwich book everyone has been craving!” —Chef Chris Valdes, Food Network Star

finalist“A knife and fork is not required to enjoy a gourmet meal, but you will need a napkin to

wipe your smile clean after the first delicious bite! Jason’s recipes are as bold, colorful, and full

of personality as he is!” —Lara Lyn Carter, creator of Skinny Southern
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1First Edition

TheHappySandwichJASONGOLDSTEIN

This book is dedicated to my husband, Tom, who is my greatest support and recipe tester. You

always believe in me and are the secret ingredient to all of my success. I am so grateful for

you! Love you forever!Also, love you, Charlie, my favorite sous-chef in the world!Special thank

you to: Lisa Hammer, for making this journey possible. You are a shining light in my life and

career, and I appreciate you.Nikki Incandela, for helping edit the photos! You are the best and I

am grateful for you!Thank you to my mom, sister, brother-in-law, Sydney, Tyler, and Mitchel for

always cheering me on!
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Chapter 1:Slow CookerSandwichesThe slow cooker is your personal chef and life coach: Not

only does it cook meals for you while you are busy at work but it also leaves you more time for

self-care!

10Chapter 1: Slow Cooker Sandwiches

EggplantParmSandwichServing size 5 sandwiches11INGREDIENTS:Fill It Up!1 large

eggplant1 teaspoon pepper3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil1 teaspoon salt½ cup ricotta

cheese2 cloves of garlic10 basil leaves1 teaspoon oregano1 handful parsley½ teaspoon red

pepper flakes1 egg2 cups bread crumbs½ cup parmesan cheese, shredded2 cups of your

favoritetomato sauce1 pound mozzarella cheese, cutinto small cubesTop It off!10 slices

sourdough bread1 cup of your favoritetomato sauce¼ cup parmesan cheese, shredded4–5

basil leaves, choppedThis recipe is dedicated to Mama Goldstein, who let us have the

cheesiest thing we could think of once a week. This taught us we did not have to wait till the

weekend to have fun!INSTRUCTIONS1.Cut the eggplant into one-inch chunks.2.Add the

eggplant, pepper, olive oil, and salt to a pan on medium heat. Cook for about 3 minutes until

the eggplant is browned and soft. Set aside to cool (approximately 10 minutes).3.Put the

eggplant, ricotta, garlic, basil, oregano, parsley, red pepper flakes, egg, bread crumbs, ½ cup

of parmesan, and a pinch of salt into a food processor.4.Pulse until mixed and a thick paste

forms with small chunks of eggplant. NOTE: The mixture will be thick but still wet.5.Line the

slow cooker with tin foil and add the eggplant mixture. Shape the mixture into a loaf using the

tin foil.6.Pour 2 cups of the tomato sauce on top of the loaf.7.Add the mozzarella on top of the

sauce, cover, and cook on low for 8 hours.8.Once cooking is complete, top with more

parmesan and chopped basil.9.Slice the eggplant loaf into thick slices and place a slice on a

piece of bread. Top with some tomato sauce and more parmesan cheese. Finish off with

another slice of bread and the sandwich is ready to enjoy!LEFTOVERS: Freeze for up to 6

months stored in a Ziploc bag! To enjoy, thaw overnight in the refrigerator or place frozen in the

slow cooker with 1/4 cup of chicken broth and cook on low for 6 hours.
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Phyllis E. Jackson, “The Must Have Cookbook I Didn’t Know I Needed. You know how you go

to a really good restaurant and you see so many yummy things on the menu and a few

surprises and you know you picked the right place? Such is how I feel about this wonderful

cookbook. There are old favorites—some left classic, and others with a new and fabulous twist

—and creative new recipes to get you out of that rut of same old, same old!You may think,

Sandwich cookbook? But trust me, this is a terrific book and addition to your collection—

whether you do them in minis (or cut) for guests or you want something utterly delicious to

cozy up with on a day where major, complicated cooking is too much to bear!He’s right! These

sandwiches do make me happy!  :)”

Dragonfly4444, “So far great. I’ve made a couple of the sandwiches and they were wonderful.

I’m continuing to eat through the book.”

Kristi Mynarski, “Awesome and easy recipes with a message of gratitude!! Love this book!!.

This is an awesome cookbook with very creative sandwich recipes. I love the clever twists on

classics that I never would have thought of on my own. The personal stories are a great touch

and who doesn’t need reminders for gratitude these days!!”

Christel, “Beautiful Book and Delicious Recipes. Wow I am blown away by the beauty of this

cookbook and all of the pictures inside. I am thrilled to see pictures with every recipe and what

creativity Jason has. I would never thought of some of the combos but, I cant wait to try each

and every one.  A definitely must have!!!!! My belly Thanks you!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book!. Such a lovely book! Wonderful photos and fun and

interesting recipes. With 50 sandwich recipes, there is something for everyone! I Love The

Happy Sandwich! Can’t wait to start making them myself!”



Rebekah Faulk Lingenfelser, “Happy Customer!. Jason's personality is wrapped up in every

recipe...fun loving, delicious, and full of inspiring quotes. Innovative recipe creations perfect for

packing a picnic or enjoying anywhere! Thanks Jason for this little piece of happiness!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The book your pantry is missing!. Love this book. It has many different

types of scrumptious recipes that I cant wait to try at home. My favorite part is that each recipe

has an image.”

Amy, “For sandwich lovers. If you like no fuss, yummy sandwiches, this book is a must have!

So many options and so easy. No matter your taste, you’ll find a bunch that you’ll love and use

over and over.”

The book by Jason Goldstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 50 people have provided feedback.
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